Quick Start Guide
Spectralink 87-Series Handsets

Welcome to PIVOT by Spectralink
Your PIVOT handset combines the familiarity of an Android™
smartphone with the advanced functionality and durability needed
for a workplace environment. PIVOT is not a cell phone. It is a
Wi-Fi device that utilizes the wireless infrastructure installed in
your workplace for connection and communication. We call it a
WorkSmart device.
The PIVOT family of products consists of two form factors and
three models. All models feature a large, backlit color display, a
touchscreen with full keyboard, an enterprise-grade speakerphone and superior resistance to dust and liquids, including
cleaning agents. The PIVOT:S (8742) and PIVOT:SC (8744)
have a streamlined design with a slim proﬁle for a familiar
smartphone feel. The PIVOT:SC has a rear-facing camera.
PIVOT 8741 has a patented kickstand spine design. PIVOT 8753
includes an integrated, high-performance 1D/2D barcode
scanner. All models have removable, rechargeable batteries.
Like other devices powered by Android, PIVOT uses applications
to deploy functionality. Each facility chooses what applications it
makes available to its PIVOT users. Contact your system
administrator for information about what capabilities are
conﬁgured for your facility.
Spectralink applications are translated into French, German,
Spanish and Italian. If you select a different language from the list
of languages offered by the Android platform, some text may
appear in English.
Instructions for using standard Android features are readily
available online. Specialized Spectralink applications follow these
same usage guidelines. Use this document to start exploring
PIVOT and learn a new way of working smart.
The complete PIVOT by Spectralink User Guide is available
online at http://support.spectralink.com/pivot.

Carrying Accessories
PIVOT:S 8742 (8742) or PIVOT:SC (8744) models
 Use a holster to carry and protect your PIVOT:S 8742 or
PIVOT:SC (8744).
 A belt clip from Spectralink holds the phone firmly to your
pocket or waistband
PIVOT 8741, 8753
 Two belt clip styles are available for secure carrying: Both
the clothespin-style and button-style easily attach to a belt
or other ﬁrm edge.
 Use the cross-body lanyard for convenient carrying and
quick access.
 Attach a silicone bumper to protect your PIVOT without
interfering with use.
Contact your service representative for more information about PIVOT
accessories.
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PIVOT:S 8742, 8744

PIVOT 8741,8743

Charging with the USB Cable
Charge PIVOT fully before using it. An all-night charge is best.
Caution
Your PIVOT handset must be turned on in order for it to
accept a charge. If it is turned off when you plug it in, it will
turn on. If you turn it off while it is plugged in, it will turn
itself back on.

Dialer
PIVOT’s Dialer easily makes calls by free dialing, through
selecting recent calls or contacts from the People application or
by selecting contacts from a corporate directory if enabled in your
facility.

The sleek PIVOT:S
8742 and PIVOT:SC
(8744) models provide
a slim proﬁle and a
familiar smartphone
grip.

If you have smaller hands
use the spine grip, shown
here, available on the
8741 and 8753 models.
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Applications in Webview
Corporate Sync

Applications that have been specifically developed for your facility
are opened by tapping a shortcut widget in the Application box.

If supported in your facility, your PIVOT supports over-the-air
synchronization with corporate contacts, email and calendars.
Contact your system administrator for details on how to set this
up on your device.

Push-to-Talk
If activated in your facility, the PTT feature allows your PIVOT to
operate in a group broadcast mode, where a single handset can
transmit to multiple listeners, like a two-way radio.

Battery Pack
The Battery Pack can be removed and charged in the Quad
Charger which is especially designed for shift use. The battery
itself clips into a carrier and does not need to be removed from
the carrier before charging it in the Quad Charger.
Always start every shift with a fully charged battery.
Removal: (8741, 8753) Slide the carrier latch towards the phone
body to remove the Battery Pack.

Replacement: (8741, 8753) To replace the Battery Pack, slip the
tabs at the top of the carrier into the corresponding slots at the
top of the battery cavity. Gently press the bottom of the Battery
Pack until it snaps into place. The Battery Pack should snap into
position with minimal pressure.

Barcode Reader (8753 only)
The barcode reader is activated by an application that utilizes the
scanned barcode as data. Both 1D and 2D types of barcodes can
be scanned.
Open the application that requires a barcode scan and hold the
device in a horizontal position and press the scan button. The
data is entered in the text field.
PIVOT is ergonomically designed so that you can hold the device
in a horizontal position when scanning. The LED slants down,
preventing wrist strain.
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Battery Pack
The Battery Pack can be removed and charged in the Quad
Charger which is especially designed for shift use. The battery
itself clips into a carrier and does not need to be removed from
the carrier before charging it in the Quad Charger.
Always start every shift with a fully charged battery.
Removal: (PIVOT:S 8742, PIVOT:SC (8744)) Slide the carrier
latch towards the phone body to remove the Battery Pack.

Spectralink SAFE
If available in your facility, the Spectralink SAFE application
receives and can respond to signs of distress. As programmed by
your administrator, the device may send an alarm if it senses
running, becomes unusually tilted, or is still for a period of time.
Any of these conditions might indicate that the user is in trouble
and needs help. The Spectralink SAFE application can also
enable a Panic button that will place an emergency call when
pressed.

Replacement: (PIVOT:S 8742, PIVOT:SC 8744)) slip the wide
tab at the bottom of the battery into the corresponding slot at the
bottom of the battery cavity.

Notice
Spectralink Corporation has prepared this document for use by
Spectralink personnel and customers. The drawings and specifications
contained herein are the property of Spectralink and shall be neither
reproduced in whole or in part without the prior written approval of
Spectralink, nor be implied to grant any license to make, use, or sell
equipment manufactured in accordance herewith.
Spectralink reserves the right to make changes in specifications and other
information contained in this document without prior notice, and the reader
should in all cases consult Spectralink to determine whether any such
changes have been made.

Gently press the top of the Battery Pack until it snaps into place.
The Battery Pack should snap into position with minimal
pressure.

NO REPRESENTATION OR OTHER AFFIRMATION OF FACT
CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
STATEMENTS REGARDING CAPACITY, RESPONSE-TIME
PERFORMANCE, SUITABILITY FOR USE, OR PERFORMANCE OF
PRODUCTS DESCRIBED HEREIN SHALL BE DEEMED TO BE A
WARRANTY BY SPECTRALINK FOR ANY PURPOSE, OR GIVE RISE
TO ANY LIABILITY OF SPECTRALINK WHATSOEVER.

Copyright Notice
© 2014-2016 Spectralink Corporation All rights reserved. SpectralinkTM,
the Spectralink logo and the names and marks associated with
Spectralink’s products are trademarks and/or service marks of Spectralink
Corporation and are common law marks in the United States and various
other countries. All other trademarks are property of their respective
owners. No portion hereof may be reproduced or transmitted in any form
or by any means, for any purpose other than the recipient’s personal use,
without the express written permission of Spectralink.

All rights reserved under the International and pan-American copyright
Conventions. No part of this manual, or the software described herein,
may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, or
translated into another language or format, in whole or in part, without the
express written permission of Spectralink Corporation.
Do not remove (or allow any third party to remove) any product
identification, copyright or other notices.
Android, Google, Google Play and other marks are trademarks of Google,
Inc.

Contact Information
US Location
800-775-5330

Denmark Location
+45 7560 2850

UK Location
+44 2037 699800

Spectralink Corporation
2560 55th Street
Boulder, CO 80301

Spectralink Europe ApS
Bygholm Soepark 21E
8700 Horsens, Denmark

Spectralink EMEA Headquarters UK
329 Bracknell, Doncastle Rd Ste 2.8
Berkshire, RG12 8PE, United Kingdom

info@spectralink.com

infodk@spectralink.com

infoemea@spectralink.com
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